The Shortening Shuttle® Pump Accessory

Basket Filter
for filtering with the SS-914 W

Part #SP-BF-200

Filter your oil

♦ Works with the Simplicity Shortening Shuttle® Pumps
♦ Re-usable
♦ Saves $, get more use out of the oil
♦ All stainless steel construction
♦ 75 Micron stainless steel wire mesh filter

♦ Easy to use: Slowly drain fryer oil through the filter. When complete, close & latch cover, then begin pumping the filtered oil back into the fryer. Simple, Economical and Environmentally Friendly.
♦ Easy to clean: Dishwasher Safe
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Cautions:

• Always monitor the flow of oil into & through the Shortening Shuttle® Pump.
• Never mix oil & water is a Shortening Shuttle® Pump.
• Never pour caustic cleaning products inside or on the outside of the Shortening Shuttle® Pump.
• Always use safety gloves when using any of our Shortening Shuttle® Pump.

Specifications subject to change without notice.